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SKU Designation French Law Power (lbs) Length (cm) Width (cm) Weight (g) Colors MSRP

AJ783
Barnett Hyper Raptor

Crossbow 205 lbs + scope +
lines 

Vente libre 205  84.5  39.6  3350  Black  958.00 € incl. tax

Pack arbalète à poulie complet pour la chasse ou le tir de loisir.
THE ALL-NEW HYPER RAPTOR combines advanced technologies from Barnett
to create the perfect hunting machine (According to local regulations).

Super compact composite bow.
High energy pulleys.

Delivered with 4x36 scope + stock quiver + 3 HypertFlite 20'' arrows + 1 tube of rope wax.

THE ALL-NEW HYPER RAPTOR combines advanced technologies from Barnett
to create nature's perfect hunting machine. As a new member of Barnett's
A HyperFliteTM family, the Hyper Raptor offers unparalleled lethal performance.
With these advancements, the Raptor sends a 20-inch small-diameter HyperFlite™ stroke
at a blazing 410 fps. and offers 142 lb-ft. of kinetics
energy for maximum bone crush penetration.

The Raptor's compact design is ideal for any hunting situation. Weighing in
7.1 lbs. and sporting a width of just 7.25” axle-to-axle when cocked, the
the crossbow is as nimble as its namesake. Featuring brand new exclusive customization
riser stepper with Raptor limbs and Infinity cams, TriggerTech trigger,
and Barnett's Soft-Lok bristle retention system, the Hyper Raptor provides
exceptional precision, shot after shot. Pivoting limb pockets provide a
durability while the new Halo system eliminates cable crossing and cam tilt
create perfectly balanced string travel for superior accuracy.

The Hyper Raptor is hunt-ready with a Premium 4x36 illuminated scope,
3 HyperFliteTM arrows, matching premium side-mount quiver and sled
Rope arming device (RDC). Universal design for filming the included HyperFlite™
standard diameter lunar nock arrows or arrows. The new Barnett Rope Hold Roller
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Ball technology keeps the RCD rope in place when attaching hooks to the rope for
more regular armament. Take to the skies with the Barnett Hyper Raptor.

Halo system (patents and patents pending)
Rope Hold Roller Ball Technology (patent pending)
Pivoting limb pockets
Exclusive Step-Through lift (patented)
Single Bolt Assembly Auto-Timer Infinity Cameras (Patented) 20" HyperFlite™ .204
Small diameter compatibility (patent pending)
Can shoot standard diameter arrows
Anti-dry fire trigger system (ADF)
Updated TriggerTech frictionless release technology (patented)
CNC machined aluminum flight track
Soft-Lok Floating Bristle Arrow Retainer (Patented)
Pass-Through Forend Adjustable Pull-Length Stock with Verti-Grip Palm Rest (Patent Pending)
Pre-installed string dampers
Continuous fiber molded limbs Lightweight composite riser

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


